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ACROSS
1. Dollop
4. Lawn growth
9. Upright
14. Levin or Louvin
15. Make a new label for
16. "Look there, Pierre!"
17. Unheard harvesting outcry?
20. Container of drawers
21. Mexican money
22. Locksmith's products
23. Derogatory term for a Londoner, once
25. Dubai, Abu Dhabi, etc.
27. Reaction to a razor mishap?
34. Pain
36. Successful sportsperson
37. British medal, briefly
38. Displays
40. Summer: Fr.
41. Went down
43. Clown weapon
44. Neither masculine nor feminine
47. Cab and zin
48. Overwrought advertiser?
51. Urgent police notification, abbr.
52. Attach with thread
53. Pugilist's weapon
56. Extremely
60. Basil-flavored substance
64. Futile protest against the inevitable?
67. Cake covering
68. Accordion piece, often
69. __ out a living
70. Slow, in music
71. Perspire
72. Writing metonymy

DOWN
1. CD or LP
2. Knowing
3. Naked
4. Ars ____ artis
5. Sleep stage, abbr.
6. Mounted on
7. Out of danger
8. NCOs
9. Night before
10. Seating for the aged, proverbially
11. Hibernia
12. Overfill
13. Knocks gently
18. Avoid
19. Domicile
24. Sources of domestic entertainment, briefly
26. Farm part
27. Farrier
28. Freeze
29. Italian nights
30. Say "hello" to
31. Part of a dying fire
32. Not up
33. Drugs
34. Dangerous reptiles
35. In fashion
39. Lose it
42. Maker of beer
45. Stick in a marsh
46. Some colas
49. Consuming orally
50. One who is cognizant of the jive
53. Go under
54. Person in Pre-Columbian Peru, perhaps
55. Roil
57. Leg–torso connectors
58. Winter downfall
59. Stare lasciviously
61. Ooze
62. Seize
63. Foreboding
65. In the past
66. Reggae predecessor
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